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<ARC Database Basics: Part 3>  

Introducing "Kinukake"-- The Driving Force behind the ARC Research 
Space  

 
1. An Intellectual Production System that Operates the Research Space 

2. Towards Better Intellectual Production Experience through Kinukake 

3. Kinukake’s Possibilities 

 

As mentioned in the “Technical Support Newsletter” of ART RESEARCH, vol. 21, the databases 

(DBs) operated by the Art Research Center can be broadly divided into two types: “resource DBs” which 

accumulates cultural resources themselves; and “reference DBs” which accumulates comments and 

investigated data created by researchers. Hence, if we consider the data in the former as "objects", the 

latter is to basically target "events" and "people". We have proposed the concept that a “research space” 

can be constructed by linking these three elements. The proposed research space meant to be an 

information infrastructure that maximizes synergies by linking information accumulated in the two types 

of DBs mentioned above. Add to that, envisioning to use this space in a more advanced way, the ARC has 

been developing tools to operate data, one of which is an intellectual production tool called Kinukake. 

 The Technical Support Board aims to develop and provide effective tools for research and enhance 

the efficiency of intellectual production of researchers. The key concept of this center is to establish an 

online research space that facilitates the creation of research outcomes by accumulating and structuring 

all kinds of research-related materials which exist on the Internet. Among many tools, Kinukake has 

been developed not only to utilize information and resources accumulated in the DBs operated by the 

ARC, but also to support organizing and structuring data which include materials scattered on the 

Internet and in the hands of researchers. 

 As of the end of 2021, standard content viewers such as Mirador 2, Mirador 3, and IIIF Curation 

Viewer, all of which use International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF) as an online content 

sharing mechanism, have been available. Developed independently by the ARC and slightly different 

from those, Kinukake is now available, as well. This paper discusses some basic concepts regarding the 

use of Kinukake. 

 

 The fundamental difference between other IIIF viewers and Kinukake is that, using IIIF, the 

former can view any contents distributed in accordance with its mechanism, whereas the latter can 

organize and view any contents that exist on the Internet, including IIIF, within this single tool. Users 
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can also add annotations and textual comments to the contents. Whether they are images or text, most 

of them can be imported into Kinukake (Video is not yet supported). For humanities researchers like 

myself, the most exciting aspect is that, without acquiring any specialized knowledge or skills, they can 

entirely organize and structure data in an intuitive way. In other words, once users understand some 

concepts described below, they can use the tool in a variety of research activities. 

 Kinukake has several basic concepts: "space", "container", "item" and "outline". Once users 

understand the relationship between the three, the concepts can be applied in various situations. First, 

immediately after logging in to Kinukake, one can see "space" appear on the screen. "Space" can be 

understood as a "project", or materials with certain common attributes, or simply a "theme," "research 

paper," or "presentation". In other words, users can define the concept of "space" freely.  

 Secondly, "container" is a sub-concept of "space", which can be used to store materials that are 

more narrowly categorized than "space". If "space" is the entire intellectual product (e.g., "research paper" 

or "presentation"), then "container" can be interpreted as a "chapter" of the paper or a "section" of a 

“presentation”. 

 Furthermore, "items" refer to the various images, text, and links placed in the "container". If 

something is available on the Internet, users can import it into Kinukake as an "item". Compared to a 

“research paper”, “items” are the units that make up a chapter or section, such as paragraphs and charts.  

 Even if the target material exists only in the researcher's hands or a local environment, it can be 

easily published on the Internet by using cloud service such as "ownCloud" operated by the ARC. By 

importing the published materials into Kinukake, all materials can be organized in one place. 

 An "outline" means a hierarchical relation between “containers” and “items” within each "space”. 

If we apply the previous example, it is the "structure" of chapters and sections. Users can easily change 

the “structure”--the organization and hierarchy of chapters and sections--by dragging the corresponding 

“items” or “containers”.  

 For more humanities researchers to understand the mechanism of Kinukake, I have simplified 

the basic concept of Kinukake in this article by comparing it to a “research paper”. Within Kinukake, 

however, "space" and "container" are not superordinate concepts to "item". Rather, they are all recorded 

as concepts of the equal rank. Generally speaking, one cannot easily replace “chapters” and “sections” of 

a research paper, once it has been written. Yet, using Kinukake’s “outline” allows one to change the 

“structure” easily. 

 

 In general, most humanities researchers like myself find it difficult to structure materials and 

create databases out of them. That often leads the researchers to purchase commercialized tools, 

commission vendors, or seek help from those who have expertise. In such a case, it is not easy to add or 
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modify content once it has been created. However, the development of Kinukake makes it possible to 

easily structure materials through intuitive operation, even without any specialized knowledge. 

 The version of Kinukake at the time of this writing is 0.7.6, which enables users to import My 

Notes from Japan Search, a platform operated by the National Diet Library. By clicking “Register My 

Notes” on the search results page of Japan Search, users can export the results as a JSON file (JSON file 

is a general-purpose data description format written in JavaScript). With the import function in 

Kinukake, the search results saved in Japan Search will be directly reflected in Kinukake and can be 

reconfigured together with other materials. 

 In addition, we are currently experimenting with the function to export user data stored in 

Kinukake as JSON files. Once this is officially implemented, Kinukake user data can be transferred to 

other data management tools at any time. Once the data is organized, there is no need to worry about 

collapsing or losing the structure of the data. 

 Using Kinukake for my own research, I have been organizing a collection of Japanese and Chinese 

books. By adopting the concepts of "space" and "container", I use “space” as a "slipcase" to contain the 

book’s digitally archived images and bibliographic information for documentation. Yet, this kind of usage 

is just one of the possibilities on how to use Kinukake. 

 With this newsletter’s introduction, we strongly encourage more humanities researchers to 

experience Kinukake and discover its various possibilities. 

 

(Responsibility for this article Riku Tono; and translated by Emily Li and 

Keiko Suzuki) 
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